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Abstract:  Projected and proximal quasi-Newton methods occasionally resurface in the literature as 
an elegant and natural method to handle constraints and non-smooth terms, but these methods 
rarely become popular because the projection step needs to be solved by an iterative non-linear 
solver. We show that with the correct choice of quasi-Newton scheme and for special classes of 
problems (notably, those with non-negativity constraints, l1 penalties or hinge-loss penalties), the 
projection/proximal step can be performed almost for free. This leads to a method that has very few 
parameters and is robust, and is consistently faster than most state-of-the-art alternatives.  Joint 
work with Jalal Fadili. 
 
If time permits, the rest of the talk will discuss some "interesting" convex continuous optimization 
methods from the recent literature. Most "new" methods are (often important) variants on old 
methods. We'll discuss the handful of new methods that are just completely different. 
 
Bio: Stephen Becker (stephen.becker@colorado.edu) is an assistant professor in the Applied Math 
department at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Previously he was a Goldstine Postdoctoral 
fellow at IBM Research T. J. Watson lab and a postdoctoral fellow at the Laboratoire Jacques-Louis 
Lions at Paris 6 University. He received his PhD in Applied and Computational Mathematics from the 
California Institute of Technology in 2011, and bachelor degrees in Math and Physics from Wesleyan 
University in 2005. His work focuses on large-scale continuous optimization for signal processing 
and machine learning applications. 
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